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UNF to have campus housing by 1983
By SARA ROBERTS
Students at the University of
North Florida may soon have the
option of living on campus with
their families.
"If everything goes according
to schedule we should have hous
ing on campus for the 1983-84 aca
demic year," said Darwin Coy,
dean of Student Affairs for UNF.
The proposed housing will be
located south and west of the Ac
tivities Center and incorporate
the developmental theme of the
main campus, which is the village
street concept.
This concept calls for parking
on the periphery of the campus
so students are free to walk from
building to building without cross
ing streets or parking lots.
Students will be given priority
over faculty and staff members
wishing to rent one of the 180
apartment units which will con
stitute the first phase of housing
construction.
The number of buildingsin the.
low-rise apartment complex will
vary from eight or nine to as
many as 13 and house approx
imately 400 students in furnished
studio and one and two bedroom
apartments.
"All the data indicated that the
hall and stall dormitory concept
is dead," said Coy. "We wanted
to go with more modern hous
ing."

"Hall and stall" refers to
dormitory-type housing in which
rooms line each side of a long
hallway. In contrast UNF’s living
areas will each open up onto a pa
tio or balcony.
The housing committee, com
posed of William Munson, Mi
chael Argento, Leo Meyers,
Joyce Jones, Ward Hancock, Jim
Haywood and Coy, has set guide
lines for construction. These
guidelines include accommoda
tions for handicapped students
and energy conservation meas
ures.
Recreational areas have been
proposed which will provide for a
swimming pool, tennis courts,
racquetball courts and a vol
leyball area. There will also be a
club house.
An architect is being sought to
draw up the actual plans for the
complex. Cost of the architectur
al plans is expected to run be
tween $100,000 and $200,000.
The first phase of the campus
housing construction is expected
to cost $5 million. Funding is be
ing sought from the Department
of Housing and Urban Develop
ment which has university hous
ing loans for a limited number of
schools.
"The whole project must be
economically self-sustaining,"
said Coy. After the initial invest
ment for construction, rents must
cover the maintenance and the

The plan for the university housing project.
upkeep of the housing complex,
according to Florida law. Rents
at UNF’s apartments are expect
ed to be somewhat lower than
comparative apartments in the
other areas.
Rents are expected to average
$160 per student per month. The
Board of Regents has approved
campus housing for 20-percent of
campus enrollment. Over the

next ten years, it is projected
that UNF will double the amount
of housing proposed, bringing the
number of students which could
be living on campus to 800, 20 per
cent of UNF’s enrollment.
Coy said that campus housing
is not related to the prospect of
UNF becoming a four-year uni
versity, although he did say lower
divisions will help to fill it. He

added that he did not think that
there would be any problem fill
ing housing to 90 percent occu
pancy even without lower divi
sions.
An outside consulting firm,
MGT of America, Inc., reported
favorably on the planned campus
housing, citing a "strong demand
at other colleges," where there is
often a waiting list

Agency halts work
on new front lake
By TERESA BURNEY
When digging began, university
planners envisioned a deep lake
with several islands at the Uni
versity of North Florida campus
entrance.
Since then the university has
had to alter its plans. Now it
looks like the planned and partial
ly completed lake might become
a shallow pond instead.
But it will remain just a big
hole for a while yet.
The Department of Environ
mental Regulation stopped UNF
from digging the lake when it dis
covered the university did not
have a permit. Since 1976 a per
mit is required to dig or dredge in
any tributary to the Intracoastal
Waterway.
Sawmill Slough, a creek which
runs through the campus and
which would have connected with
the proposed lake, drains into the
Intracoastal Waterway.

Owen Sellers, director of UNF
physical facilities, said the uni
versity did not know a permit
was required when digging began
because it was not required when
the university’s other lakes were
dug prior to 1976.
So after work stopped the uni
versity submitted a permit appli
cation so it could complete the
lake but it was advised the per
mit would not be accepted be
cause the plan called for a lake
with a minimum depth of 12 feet,
Sellers said.
The original campus plan, de
signed by Reynolds, Smith & Hill,
called for deep lakes on campus
because lakes with a depth of at
least 12 feet discourage plant life.
However. the same thing that
provides an absence of plant life
— lack of oxygen or anaerobism
in the lake — may cause the lake
to become unproductive for other
forms of life through the years.
"If you do not get oxygen down

photo Carl M
iller

The controversial Canoe Lake ditch under construction.
to the depths or the lake it might
be four years, it might be 400
years [before the lake becomes
anaerobic]," said Sellers.

When the campus was original
ly planned, with a series of lakes
circling it, the environmental
damage deep man-made lakes
could cause was not known, Sell
ers said. It was not until later
years that it was realized deeper
lakes do not circulate often

enough in warmer climates to
carry oxygen to the bottom of the
lake to nourish plant and animal
life.
The Department of Environ
mental Regulation is considering
the university's new plan. Tim
Deuerling, environmental spe
cialist for the department, said
the permit will be granted or de
nied by Feb. 27.
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Coming up
Feb.2

Feb. 13

6:30 p.m. — Zeta Tau Alpha Rush party at the
Boathouse. Call 249-2903 for details.
7:30 p.m. — “The U.S. and the Soviet Union: Di
lemmas for Power and Peace,” part of the Foreign
Policy Association’s Great Decisions ‘81 program, in
the Florida Junior College South Campus audito
rium, room G101. Dixon Boggs, director of the Of
fice of Public Programming in the U.S. Department
of State, is the featured speaker. The event is free
to the public.

4 p.m. — Last day to withdraw from a course beginning Jan. 7 and ending March 20. Last day to ap
ply for June degree.
8 p.m. — SGA films, “Psycho” and “Frenzy,” in
the Building Nine auditorium. The Hitchcock horror
films are open to the public.

Feb. 4
4 to 8 p.m. — Concert in the Boathouse featuring
George Sanders.

Feb. 14
9 a.m. — Volunteer Jacksonville Walk-a-Thon
Fundraiser on the UNF Nature Trails. Call 356-9471
for details.
8 p.m. to midnight — SGA, Valentines Day Dance
at the Ramada Inn, 1201 N. First St., Jacksonville
Beach, starring Leaf.

Feb.5

Feb. 16

12:30 p.m. — Luncheon/social of the Inter-club
Advisory Council in Building Ten, second floor com
mons area. All students, club members and club
representatives are invitedto join.
3:30 p.m. — Payday Colloquia featuring Erich
Brumbaugh of the Department of Natural Sciences,
in Building Eleven, Room 1327. All memb
ers of the
university community are welcome. Coffee courte
sy of the College of Arts and Sciences.
4 to 8 p.m. — Concert in the Boathouse featuring
George Sanders.
7 p.m. — Meeting of the Drama Club in the Build
ing Nine auditorium. All interested persons, stu
dents or non-students, are encouraged to attend.

7:30 p.m. — “China After Normalization: How
Good a Friend for the U.S.?” at Florida Junior Col
lege, Kent Campus, room E112F. The featured
speaker is Winston Lo of Florida State University.
The event is part of the Foreign Policy Associ
ation’s Great Decisions ‘81 program and is free to
the public.

Feb.6
7 p.m. — Zeta Tau Alpha dinner party. Call
249-2903 for details.
8 p.m. — SGA film, “Malcolm X,” in the Building
Nine auditorium. The film, which is open to the pub
lic, is based on the test-selling autobiography which
Malcolm wrote with the assistance of Alex Haley.
8 p.m. — The University Singers of UNF, accom
panied by 30 members of the Jacksonville Sympho
ny Orchestra, present “The Creation,” by Franz Jo
seph Haydn, at the Palms Presbyterian Church,
3410 S. Third St., Jacksonville Beach. The performance is free to the public.

Feb.7
8 p.m. — Recital of black composers, presented
by Professor William Brown and Dr. Gerson Yessin,
in the Building Nine auditorium.

Feb.9

Club notes
Sawmill Slough Conservation Club wants students
who are interested and want to participate in out
door activities such as backpacking, camping, ca
noeing, and environmental and conservation issues.
Committees are formed for areas of specific inter
ests.
For the February outing Sawmill Slough mem
bers will join the University of North Florida Na
ture Center’s backpacking trip to Ocala National
Forest on Feb. 7 and 8. Participants will have to pro
vide their own gear and should be prepared for
freezing night temperatures. For more information,
contact Leslie Thompson at 646-2754 or Dave Porter
at 646-2560.
Inter-Club Advisory Council has a CWSP (College
Work Study) position open. Please contact Edith
Shubert in Student Affairs at 646-2600
Fencing Club meets Mondays and Thursdays
from 7 to 10 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Dues are $4 per
quarter for students or non-students. Equipment is
available. For more information, contact Don Thi
bault, Student Activities director, at 646-2875.

Announcements

Alumni Phone-a-Thon: Students, faculty and staff
7:30 p.m. — “From Cairo to Kabul: Oil, Islam, Is of UNF interested in winning a $500 scholarship for
rael and Instability,” part of the Foreign Policy As their college or division should participate in the
sociation’s Great Decisions ‘81 program, in the Alumni Association Phone-a-Thon. The event will be
Building Nine auditorium. Dr. Jay Hurewitz, direc held Feb. 17 through 19 from 6:30 to 10 p.m. A social
tor of the Middle East Institute of Columbia Univer for all participants will be held in the Boathouse
sity, is the featured speaker. The talk is free to the from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Feb. 20. For more informa
tion call 646-2510.
public.
A one-man exhibition by Ken McMillan will be on
view in the Fine Arts Gallery (commons of the old
8:20 p.m. — Science fiction reading by Joe Hal library, Building Two) through Feb. 6. Works in
clude pottery and sculpture.
deman in Building Eleven, Room 1327.

Feb. 12

Ditch story
(continued from page 1)

The UNF plan calls for the
lake to be only eight feet deep
and for it not to connect to canoe
lake as originally planned. Canoe
lake adjoins the new lake and is
connected to the Sawmill Slough
and thus to the Intracoastal.
The decreased depth will cause
growth of plant life around and in
the lake that the other campus
lakes do not have.
“It will look to some people
like a very natural pond,” said
Sellers, adding that to some ^ople this will appear unattractive.

But attractiveness is not what
the Environmental Regulation
Agency is concerned with. Be
sides the problem of eventual an
aerobic conditions the agency is
also concerned that the lake
could serve as a reservoir for
chemical run off from the Cen
tral Park development to the
north of the campus.
Deureling said the chemical
containing run off from the devel
opment would go through Saw
mill Slough and into the lakes,
which would serve as a catch ba
sin for the chemicals instead of
carrying them out to the Intra
coastal. Over a period of time the

chemicals could build up to envi
ronmentally harmful levels.
“That’s our biggest concern,”
said Deureling, “because that’s
[Central Park] where the major
ity of the pollutants will come
from.”
Deureling would not speculate
on whether the university’s sec
ond permit request will be grant
ed or denied.
“What it boils down to is UNF
is going to have to give us reason
able assurance that what they do
out there will not violate water
standards and Sawmill Slough,”
said Deureling.

Arbor Day palm planted
Arter Day was celebrated at
the University of North Florida
at 1 p.m. Jan.16 with the planting
of a sabal palmetto, Florida’s
state tree, alongside the Boat
house pond. The event was sponsored by the UNF Nature Center.

uralist. Rick Ewart provided mu
sic with an acoustic guitar and
vocals.

UNF Interim President Dr. An
drew Robin
son was the honored
spokesperson and a recitation
was given by Dr. Robert Loftin,
professor of philosophy and nat-

Marvyne Betsch, who donated
the tree, makes it her goal to
save and presene land as well as
wilderness in order to preserve
wildlife habitat.

Those attending received pine
tree seedlings as favors donated
by St. Regis Paper Co.

UNF faculty increases
by four new members
By ALISA WALKER
The faculty of the University of
North Florida has been increased
by four members this quarter.

Dr. Robert D. Helsby is a visit
ing professor to the University of
North Florida’s department of
business administration winter
and spring quarters.
He received his Ph.D. from
Cornell University and was uni
versity dean for continuing edu
cation for the State University
System of New York. He also
served as deputy commissioner
of labor in the administration of
former New York Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller.

Recently Helsby was chairman
of the Public Employment Rela
tions Board of the state of New
York and was instrumental in the
application of provisions of the
Taylor Law, which governs pub
lic employment in New York and
on which the Florida system is
modeled.
He is currently the director of
Public Employment Relations
Services, a research organization
funded by the Carnegie Corpora
tion.

Dr. Hermes Tovar, a Fulbright

teaching scholar, is a native of
Columbia, South America. He re
ceived his Ph.D. in history from
Oxford University, where he spe
cialized in Latin American histo
ry. Tovar comes to UNF from
the Universidad Nacional de Co
lombia in Bogata, where he has
served as faculty since 1966. He
will teach courses in Latin Amer
ican studies through spring quar
ter.
John E. McEldowney is an
UNF alumnus with a master’s de
gree specializing in accounting,
auditing and systems. He was an
accounting instructor at Florida
Junior College and is presently a
candidate for a doctorate in busi
ness administration from Missis
sippi State University.
A native of Kottayam, India,
Dr. K.S. Venkatasubban comes to
UNF from the University of Flor
ida where he was an associate
professor in pharmacology. He
received his Ph.D. from the Uni
versity of Kansas, was a post
doctoral fellow at Emory Umversity and a lecturer in chemistry.
He is teaching “Organic Chemis
try 1” and the venture course,
“Chemistry, Drugs and You.”
Venkatasubban will be teach
ing at UNF through June.
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'Saint of the Gutters' brings joy to the poor
By MAGGIE PATT
ERSON
When she is away from India,
Mother Teresa longs only to be
back with her poor.
"The poor," she said, "deserve
not just service and dedication,
but also the joyousness that be
longs to human love."
And Mother Teresa of Calcutta
attaches utmost importance to
this "joyousness."

"I wanted to give the poor
what the rich get with money,"
she explained.
Conversation with Calcutta's
"Saint of the Gutters" moves
quickly. It is at once serious and
funny — a constant delight and
surprise.

Discussing the problems of the
poor in Latin America, and spe
cifically Panama, Mother Teresa
said, "There is much trouble
there. There is much trouble here
in Guatemala, also, but what can
you do?"
She can — and has — done
plenty.

Last September her congrega
tion established its third United
States mission in Miami for bat
tered and homeless women and
children. The others are in New
York and Detroit.

Her order, the Missionaries of
Charity, also has more than 400
schools, missions and hospitals
throughout the world.

A tiny, stooped bundle of ener
gy, five feet tall and slightly built,
she looks alert and tough, with in
tense black eyes that soften when
her adored India is mentioned.

One of three children, two girls
and a boy, Mother Teresa was
born Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu on
Aug. 27, 1910, in Skopje, now Yugo
slavia.

Our paths crossed at La Auro
ra, Guatemala City’s Internation
al Airport, after several earlier
attempts to meet the Nobel
Peace Prize winner at her hotel
in the city failed.

Her father was a grocer,
"more peasant than merchant,"
she says.

Always with great demands on
her time, Mother Teresa says re
quests for her appearance
throughout the world have in
creased daily since she was
awarded the peace prize in 1979
for her work among the poor in
India’s slums.

She was invited to Guatemala
by World Organization Ovulation
Method Billings (WOOMB) to di
rect Latin America’s first World
Family Congress.

"At the age of 12 I first knew I
had a vocation to help the poor. I
wanted to be a missionary even
then. My home had been such an
exceptionally happy one, so the
only problem was precisely this
loving, happy home, which I
found hard to leave."
"In 1946 I received a call within
a call. I was to leave the convent
and help the poor, while living
among them," she said.

She left it at 18 to join the Sis
ters of Loretto, a community of

Mother Teresa chatting with UNF
senior Maggie Patterson at La AuroIrish nuns with a mission in the
Archdiocese of Calcutta. After
training at Loretto institutions in
Dublin, Ireland, and Darjeeling,
India, she took her first vows as a
nun in 1928 and her final vows
nine years later.

She smiled as she recalled her
intense struggle to leave the
Loretto convent. "I had to first
apply to the Archbishop of Cal
cutta, and with his approval the
Mother General of the Loretto
nuns gave me permission to write
to Rome. I had taken final vows,
so was not allowed to leave the
convent.”

She continued, "So, I wrote to
the Holy Father, Pope Pius XII,
and by return post I got the an
swer on the 12th of April in 1948.
He said that I could go out and be
an unenclosed nun, which means
to live the life of a religious, but
under obedience to the Archbish
op of Calcutta."
After three months of acceler

UNF BOATHOUSE
8 Wines Availible
Tacos soon

Boathouse Hoagie
(Below 32 °, Boathouse closed)
Serving Hours:

Monday - Thursday 11:30 - 9:30
Friday Closed
Beer, Pizza, Deli Sand., Soft Pretzels & Chips
Deli Sand. made to order; Roast beef, Turkey, Ham, Hot
Pastrami, Corned beef.

Valentines Happy Hour
Wed. Feb. 11th
4-SPM
Beer 35₵

Wine 2 for $1.

ra, Guatemala City's international
airport.

ated medical training with the
American Missionary Sisters in
Patna, India, Mother Teresa went
into the Calcutta slums and gath
ered children, isolated from edu
cation, into her first school,
taught in the open air.
She tries "to walk as often as
possible, no matter where I trav
el, or how far," she says, always
in well-worn, low-heeled brown
leather sandals.
In accordance with the consti
tution and rules created by her,
the members of Missionaries of
Charity take the vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience. The vow
of poverty is stricter than in oth
er congregations because, as
Mother Teresa explained, "to be
able to love the poor and know
the poor we must be poor our
selves."
In addition to the three tradi
tional vows, they take a unique
. fourth vow — a promise "to give
whole-hearted free service to the
poorest of the poor, to Christ in

his distressing disguise."
She estimates thal approx
imately 50 percent of the people
picked up in the streets of Calcut
ta and brought to her mission,
Nirmal Hriday, die.

"We are often asked why we
bother. First of all, we want to
make them feel they are wanted
and loved, at least for the few
hours they have to live, to know
human and divine love," she said.
What happens to the ones who
don’t die?

"Those who are able to work,
we try to find some work for
them. The others we try to send
to homes where they can spend
at least a few years in happiness
and comfort," she explained.
Mother Teresa was holding a
bok called "International Math
on Keys."
"Just something to read and to
learn in my free time," she said,
"for I, too, am a student."

UNF police awarded certificate
By SHIRLEY RICE
The University of North Flor
ida has been awarded a Certifi
cate of Appreciation by the Flor
ida Department of Law Enforce
ment Advisory Board for its
participation in the Help Stop
Crime program.

Investigator John Anderson
was instrumental in initiating the
program on the UNF campus.
Sgt. Beck assisted Anderson.
The campus program consist
ed of making faculty and students
aware of ways to help stop crime
through the use of films, pam
phlets, discussion groups and
class meetings.
Some of the suggestions to help
curtail campus crime were to
keep cars locked and the keys on

the person at all times.

Do not leave valuables such as
purses and wallets unattended.
Mark all personal belongings.
The campus police office, lo
cated in Building Four, has an en
graving gun that can be checked
out by students and faculty. This
engraving gun is used to mark
driver's license numbers on items
such as tape recorders, cameras
and other valuables. There is no
charge for this service.

"There is lackadaisical support
on behalf of the students and fac
ulty to help stop crime on cam
pus," said Anderson. "Our de
partment needs more support so
that we can be efficient in our
job."

"Students and faculty
urged to stop by our office
learn what they can do to
stop crime on campus," he
ed.

are
and
help
add

SGA

House Meeting
Thursday, Feb. 12,

,| p.m.
in die
Auditorium.
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An Iranian perspective
It is over. The 52 Americans held captive for 444 days by militant
students in Teheran, Iran, are free.
Reports of barbaric treatment by their captors are beginning to fil
ter out now and there is a new wave of American outrage against such
treatment. But by and large the former hostages are free to resume
living normal lives again, notwithstanding the fact that life in America
has never been viewed as normal by most of the world.
However the 52 Americans have returned to a land where the night
ly newscast always begins promptly at 6 p.m., where Colonel Sanders
never runs out of chicken to sell and where the national anthem still
gets sung off-key at the inaugural. In short, things are relatively sta
ble.
But the state of confusion in Iran appears to be interminable.
An Iranian student living in America and recently married to an
American woman shared his view of the world with us. You might call
it the flip Side of the American version of "Oh, how I wanna go home."
"Most people were hoping for change [when the shah was in power)
but not this way." These were the words with which the student, who
asked not to be identified, began his commentary. His eyes grew rath
er narrow and he seemed to examine every word carefully before he
spoke, s? that he might express his thoughts correctly. He was
apologetic for his English, although it was not heavily accented.
"The shah was trying to give the people more freedom; that is one
reason he lost power. So, sometimes, I shudder now to
who is
talking for my country. I don’t know why . . . still I love my country."
"My brother went home and he hasn’t come back. He doesn’t write
much or talk much when we call him. There doesn’t seem to be too
much to do there."
He stopped taking for a brief second and then hesitantly explained
that he had thought o! sending his brother some videotapes, but since
the electrical voltage in Iran is different from that of the United States
it was not possible. However, some of his friends on campus have told
him perhaps some sort of converter might be the answer to the prob
lem. He is from a big family and they are close knit.
"I’m really happy the hostages are free now. Maybe I can go visit
my brother. Maybe something will happen . . ."
"The average American doesn’t know where Persia is located and
when I’m asked I just tell them I’m Persian. You know, I never heard
of the men in power until the revolution. But in Teheran, (they) heard
10 days before the hostages were taken that Palestinians were being
given visas. Now that the revolutionaries are in power they have killed
or executed all of the former leaders. And now my country is at war
and there is no one with the knowledge to lead."
"Yes, I had to register with American authorities, you know, to get
a visa and work permit. I wasn’t hassled too much, but you know there
is always o?e guy ... I applied for my visa, and the guy who is usually
there wasn’t, so the other person said, ‘Sure, I’ll do you a favor and fill
out the proper forms and you can work.’ Well, a few days went by and
I got a letter from Immigration that said the other man didn’t have
the right to give me my papers. But it is all right now. I have to work,
there is no'money to live on if I don’t."
"You know, Teheran is a beautiful city . . . maybe I can go back
now ... I love my country . . ."
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Letters to the editor
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I
I

Editor:
Hard-earned dollars should be
at the top of every student’s en
dangered species list. To help in
your efforts to save this belea
guered beast, try the following
ten money-saving tips:
• Use the Student Government
Association book resale system
to save on texts. Contact SGA for
further information.
• Take advantage: of the car
pool board in Student Activities,
Building Ten, Room 1202.
• Check out the canoes and
other equipment available at the
fieldhouse to stretch that recrea
tional dollar.

• Sign up for the career guid
ance and resume services avail
able from student affairs. These
are free to University of North
Florida students, but exhorbitantly priced on the open mar
ket.
• Get help on your academic
courses from the folks in the
Skills Center. The tutors are
great and the price is right.
• Books, periodicals and a wide
range of audiovisual resources
are available in the library. That
library card may be the best
credit card around.
• Catch the free flicks and dis
count entertainment tickets by

watching the bulletin boards and
contacting SGA. You may even
locate a few by reading the Spin
naker.
• Give blood at least twice a
year. You help others and get a
mini physical in the bargain (it
does cost you a blood donation).
• Register for Finance 4904,
Managing Consumer Dollars.
This is a practical course and the
text is available in the library.
• Last but not least, sell your
car, house or used toothpick col
lection with a Spinnaker want ad
— free to UNF students.

Editor:
Although the sentiments and
good intentions of the Student
Government Association in the
publication of their recent "Com
munique" are !audible, the errors
in names, titles, departments and
telephone numbers are stagger
ing.

There also seems to be a bit of
a legal problem with a two-page
ad in the middle of the publica
tion.
In addition to these small prob
lems with the telephone book,
there seems to have been a sig
nificant time lag between the
date of publication and the distri-

bution of the booklet to the stu
dent body.
Some of the students in dis
cussing this matter have flatly
stated that they never received a
copy.
It would seem that the SGA’s
efforts have been somewhat in
vain.
Name withheld by request

Dan Cooley

tHE
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Romans thought goats were better gifts than flowers
By DAUGHTRY TOWERS

" . . .Men have died from time to
time, and worms have eaten
them but not for love. . . ”
Feb. 14 is coming and once
again ’tis the season to celebrate
young lust. The traditional gifts
are candy, books and flowers,
though in these illiterate times
books are rarely given. If they
are it is usually (fortunately) a
brief book of very bad poetry.

Now candy is a truly loving
gift. Most people if they are not
actively trying to loose weight
are at least trying not to gain
any. Perhaps it will only rot their
teeth.
With the exception of allergies,
flowers are fairly harmless and it
is merely a matter of personal
taste and I find myself in total
agreement with the description
given by Ambrose Bierce ". . .
badly designed, inartistic in color,

and ill-smelling."
The manner in which we ob
serve Valentine’s Day has noth
ing to do with the saint but is due
to a Roman festival celebrated
on Feb. 15, the Lupercalia, during
which goats and dogs were sacri
ficed. Two young men were then
led to the altar, their foreheads
touched with the bloody knife, the
blood wiped off with wool dipped
in milk, and then they laughed.

After this time a sacrificial

feast would occur, and then the
priest would cut a thong from the
king of the sacrifices, being
struck by such a thong was
thought a cure for sterility. A sec
ular practice observed was the
drawing of girls names from a
"love" urn by young boys.
The strange thing about this
ritual is that it was not associated
with a god. In trying to explain
this ritual, whose origin was long
forgotten, the Romans associated
it with the Greek festival the

Lycaea. The Lycaeans in honor
of Zeus Lycaeus and according to
Plato, offered human sacrifices
and occasional cannibalization
took place.
The Romans imported the
Lupercus to Britain where it was
practiced. well into Christian
times (in Rome as late as 494
A.D.). In Britain the church
moved it to the feast of St. Valen
tine in order to Christianize the
observance they could not de
stroy.

Hostage issue still remains for three Alllerican citizens
By LAURA JO LAST
The hostages are free.
Few times in the history of our
country have four specific words
proliferated such strong emotions
among Americans as they did
Jan. 20, 1981.
The hostage issue left virtually
no one untouched. During the last
15 months I have heard and wit
nessed concern over our fellow
Americans from people ranging
in age from 5 to 93, in color from
black to white, and in faith from
Catholic to atheist.

While watching the hostages
change planes in Algeria, former
hostage Richard Queen re
marked that he had not been pre
pared for the tremendous unity
Americans felt over the captivity.
He recalled the early 70’s when
America seemed to establish it
self as a group of groups rather
than as a country of nationals.
Queen praised the concensus that
blankets the country.
Yet, the rage and concern we
share — the yellow ribbons that
bedeck trees, buildings and coat

lapels all over the country, and
the many prayer vigils — are no
surprise to me. This is, after all,
America.
Our ancestors settled here to
ensure the freedom to pursue
"their own thing." That freedom
has always spawned differences
among Americans and fortunate
ly it always will. But those differ
ences bring us together on the
subject of freedom.
It is a freedom that is strong
enough to endure the assassina
tions of the Kennedys and King,

the hippie movement, Vietnam,
the Pueblo crisis, Watergate and
even Nixon’s faux pas. Ours is a
freedom strong enough to glean
the wisdom to be found in its fail
ures.
Perhaps in no other crisis has
America’s strength been as visi
ble as in the hostage issue. It cer
tainly contrasted the brittleness
of the Iranians who could not
bend for fear of snapping. Ameri
ca possesses a resilient strength
in a fabric of individuals who
cherish freedom for themselves

— and others.
No mention of the hostages is
complete without the plea that
we not forget the three Ameri
cans who remain in Iranian cap
tivity: a fund-raiser for Afghan
refugees, a free-lance journalist
and a businessman.
We must remember that the
hostage issue will not be truly
over until these Americans are
also returned home. Only then
can full meaning be applied to the
statement, "the hostages are
free."

Carter’s handling of hostages shows poor leadership
By STEVE MORGAN
The hostage problem is over.
Most people wish to forget about
Iran and the whole mess. To
them the issue is over. But it is
important to glance back at what
has occurred. The whole handling
-of the "Iran Crisis" was despica
ble, a classic example of poor
leadership.
America was held hostage for
444 days. The media had a field
day, blowing the event out of pro
portion. It was a media event for
the networks and .a propaganda
platform for Iran. After milking
the hostages for all the publicity
they were worth, Iran finally re
leased them for $8 billion of its
frozen assets.
The hostages no longer served
Iran’s need to unite the disorder
ly anarchic mob behind Khomei
ni. The projection of hate against
a foreign bogey had shifted from
the United States to Iraq. Thus
the hostages were no longer a pe
litical asset to Iran, in fact they
had become a liability.
Iran needed to get its cash de
posits in the U.S.-owned banks
back or face financial bankrupt
cy. The Islamic Revolution had
turned Iran’s economy into cha
os, and the war with Iraq was fur
ther draining the country.
I hold various people responsi
ble for the Iran fiasco. David
Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger
were responsible for pressuring
Jimmy Carter to admit the shah
for hospitalization. It turned out
the shah didn’t need to have the
operation here. It could have
been performed elsewhere. The
admission of the shah to the U.S.
gave Iranian militants the excuse
to seize the embassy.
Carter was warned of just such
an eventuality, yet did nothing to
increase security at the Ameri
can embassy compound in Iran.

When the militants stormed the
embassy the marine guards were
under strict orders not to shoot.
Tear gas was used to hold off
the crowd until the coding ma
chines and secret documents
could be destroyed. The tear gas
did not work well, The militants
scaled the walls and seized the
embassy anyway. The Marines
whose duty it was to guard the
embassy were left impotent by
not being allowed to fire their
weapons.
The Iranians made loud noises
about all the "spies" they had
captured. True, some of the peo
ple held hostage probably did
work for the Central Intelligence
Agency. But the fact is, the main
purpose of embassies is to gather
and transmit information, wheth
er through diplomatic channels
or espionage.
All major powers use their for
eign embassies for intelligence
gathering. The U.S. is no differ
ent. But the fact that some of the
hostages may have been spies
does not justify breaking all in
ternational law. Even Islamic
law was violated by the so-called
"religious" men now ruling Iran.
Carter made many mistakes in
his dealings with Iran. He wasn’t
strong enough, due to the basic
weaknesses of his personality, in
dealing with them.
Carter’s biggest mistake was
revealing the importance of the
52 hostages by stating his desire
to see them safe and ruling out
military action. Good diplomacy,
like poker, does not involve re
vealing your hand to your oppo
nent.
By stressing the importance of
the 52 hostages to the U .S., Carter
encouraged Iran to continue to
make a propaganda bonanza with
the hostages, as Khomeini
corectly guessed Carter’s weak

Reality
Write-up

———
ness: Carter's concern for the
hostages overruled all other con
siderations, and thus Iran knew
Carter wouldn’t declare war or
bomb Iran for fear the hostages
would be killed in reprisal.
Carter made good political hay
out of the Iran crisis. As in most
crises, Americans rallied around
their president. Immediately af
ter the crisis began, Carter’s Gal
lup poll ratings shot up from 20
percent to almost 60 percent.
Carter proceeded to decimate
Senator Kennedy in the primar
ies, helped by suspiciously timely
favorable reports on the Iran sit
uation. Carter’s stating his refus
al to leave the Rose Garden be
cause he was "loo busy" with
Iran to campaign was the ulti
mate hypocrisy of "Trust Me"
Jimmy.
After the iII-planned rescue
mission in April, eight American
bodies lay charred on the desert
sand of Iran’s soil. The Iranians
desecrated the bodies of these
brave volunteers, sacrificed to
boost Carter’s now-sagging polls.
After this fiasco, Carter called
the Iran problem, for some rea
son, now "manageable" and left
the White House to campaign.
The blame for this crisis rests
solely on Carter’s shoulders. In
competent leadership allowed the

hostages to be held for 14 months.
Carter did get the hostages out,
but look at the price. The U.S.
was reduced to begging through
Algerian intermediaries for the
release of the hostages. Iran got
its money back, but what about
the cost to the U.S. to support the
naval flotilla in the Indian Ocean
for over a year?
The U.S. should have refused to
negotiate until the hostages were
released. Israel refuses to negoti
ate with terrorists and treats its
citizens taken hostage as prison
ers of war. The U.S. should do the
same.
Reagan should not carry
through the treaty Carter made
with Iran. The treaty was signed
under duress, and there are his
torical precedents to breaching a
treaty.
Some of the finer points of the
treaty with Iran, such as the U.S.
should not intervene in Iran and
the U.S. government should help
Iran retrieve the shah’s wealth,
are ridiculous. We don’t owe Iran
anything.
Domestically, the situation of
pro-Khomeini Iranian students
demonstrating behind the protec
tion of American laws was truly
degrading. Here are these Iran
ian students enjoying freedoms in
this country they would never
possess at home (things like mu
sic, alcohol and premarital sex,
all now illegal in Iran), demon
strating while 52 Americans
spent their days tied, blindfolded
and physically and mentally
abused. It’s all enough to make
one sick.
Carter should have declared
war on Iran, as this would have
deported or detained all Iranians
in this country as enemy na
tionals. Also, the U.S. government
could have then legally seized
Iran’s assets. Now that the hos

tages are back, more than likely
we won’t do anything to Iran. The
people in our state department
feared Iran would have shifted
toward the Soviet Union, or been
invaded by Russia if we had tak
en military action.
At the very least the U.S.
should have demanded an apol
ogy from Iran. It is still not too
late to achieve retribution for
Iran’s actions. A selected airs
trike on Khomeini’s home or
Iran’s Parliament building would
be a suitable gesture. U.S. jets
could drop smart bombs,which
are TV-guided and accurate to
within six feet of the target. Min
ing Iran’s harbors could also be
done by air. These military op
tions would not pose great threat
to American lives, in fact limited
bombing of Iran would probably
be accomplished with no Ameri
can casualties.
At the very least, Reagan
shouldn’t lift the economic sanc
tions against Iran. Their conduct
of seizing the embassy was
grounds for war as it is. Their
treatment of the hostages was
savage enough to make people of
decency and good will throughout
the world indignant. Thus, mili
tary action would be fully justifi
able.
It is interesting to note that
when Russia invaded Afghanistan
and Iranians attempted to seize
the Soviet embassy, Khomeini’s
revolutionary guards drove the
mob off. Khomeini realized the
Soviet Union would have sacri
ficed its diplomats and invaded
Iran.
Despite what world opinion
professes, the world is still a
rough place, and force is re
spected. If the U.S. does not take
action against Iran now, we are
assuring that incidents like the
hostage crisis will indeed reoccur
in the future.
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Students and professors arrive
from Bahia Blanca, Argentina
By JUDY WHELAN
The University of North Flor
ida has a new exchange program
with a university in Bahia Blanca,
Argentina, Jacksonville’s sister
city. The program started in 1980,
but did not officially get under
way until this quarter.
UNF has already accepted two
students and two faculty from Ju

an XXIII University in Bahia
Blanca, and a few UNF faculty
members have expressed inter
est in doing research at that uni
versity.
The two Argentinian faculty
members are currently enrolled
in master’s level coursework in
English, literature and history.
They will be here for a quarter or
more studying and giving semi

For now, financial aid
programs face no cuts
By JIM OWENS
There is no immediate threat
to curtail federal grants-in-aid to
University of North Florida stu
dents according to Carrie Tutson,
director of financial aid, but Tut
son said, "With a new congress
no one knows what will happen in
1981-82."

Tutson said the new adminis
tration will cut the federal budget
and President Reagan will elimi
nate some federal positions.
"I feel education will be cut,"
said Tutson.
At the University of North
Florida almost half of the stu
dents depend on some sort of fi
nancial aid. A few depend totally
on aid to complete their educa
tion. During the winter term 48
percent of the students enrolled
were on some type of financial
aid, according to Tutson.
It is difficult for some full-time
students to find work compatible
with their class schedules, said
Tutson.

Tutson stated classes are of
fered at odd times and often only
one quarter a year so the student
finds it hard to work. Financial
aid is essential for those students.
If programs are cut "some stu
dents will have to drop out of
classes to find employment," said
Tutson.
Not all financial aid programs
require dependent status. Tutson
said, "UNF does not get involved
in determining dependent status
for BEOG and NDSL [Basic Edu
cational Opportunity Grants and
National Direct Student Loans]."
Another program, the College
Work Study Program, is also fed
erally funded and could be affect
ed by budget cuts.
There are other educational
monies in jeopardy — statefunded BEOG and Florida Stu
dent Assistance Grants. There
are also Entitlement Grants for
which students can apply directly
to state or federal agencies.
(continued on page 15)

nars.
As to be expected with -any
new program, there may be a
few problems. One possible diffi
culty with UNF faculty and stu
dents studying in Argentina is the
high inflation rate. The rate of in
flation in Argentina is five or six
times the inflation rate in the
United States. This greatly depre
ciates the value of the dollar and
could cause financial difficulties.
In time, if all goes well, stu
dents will be able to travel to Ar
gentina along with the faculty
members. This will depend on
how well the faculty exchange
works out. Another consideration
is that UNF’s Spanish program is
relatively new. It began last
quarter.
It is to be hoped that by this
time next year, the exchange pro
gram will have advanced to the
point that eight students and fac
ulty a year can be exchanged. No
students will go without faculty
members.
Interested students should con
tact their advisors and plan a cur
riculum which would comple
ment the work done in Argentina.
Then the student could receive
credit toward a degree at UNF
for the work done at Juan XXIII
University.
This new exchange program
was arranged by Padre Marco
Carbonetti, vice president of Aca
demic Affairs, Padre Del Coel,
Director at Juan XXIII Universi
ty, and Dr. Minahan, Academic
Affairs vice president at UNF.
Dr. Nannette Shaw, who speaks
fluent Spanish and French and
teaches Spanish at UNF, visited
Juan XXIII University last sum
mer to work out the details of the
program.
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Dr. Lester Walker displays UNF's new Celestron
telescope.

New telescope arrives
By ALISA WALKER
On Jan. 14 the University of
North Florida became the proud
owner of a 14-inch Celestron
Telescope.
"I believe it to be the largest in
northeast Florida and that’s not
including Gainesville," said Dr.
Lester Walker of the Natural Science department.
Unlike most telescopes, whose
tubes are long and slender, this
one has a short, fat tube. This size
is possible because of the three
mirrors, which increase the re
flective distance.
The telescope has a range of
100 feet to infinity and contains a
device that will clock and track
an object being observed. With a
solar filter even the sun can be
viewed, Dr. Erich Brumbaugh ex
plained.
The telescope was ordered last
fall and was not expected to ar
rive until March. In celebration
of its early arrival anyone walk
ing by was invited to look through

I

the eyepiece. The the telescope
was relatively inexpensive in
comparison to its capabilities,
commented Walker.
The way this Celestron works,
Lab Manager Nick Delmedico
explained, is with a trio of mir
rors. A parabolic mirror in the
back of the telescope receives
the image reflecting onto a small
mirror in the front which in turn
reflects the image onto an angu
lar mirror in the eyepiece and
then into the viewer’s eye. The
image is seen upside down but
that actually makes little differ
ence when observing the atmos
phere.
The telescope will be used pri
marily to teach astronomy,
planned for this summer. The de
partment has not yet decided
where the telescope will be per
manently stored. Though it is por
table it is very sensitive to excess
light, pollution and vibration
which "there seems to be an
abundance of at UNF," said
Walker.
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I CAREER CONSULTANT
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Resume Service
I Interview Training
Self-Marketing Techniques
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The complex would have held
faculty offices and music studios
for the entire Fine Arts Depart
ment.
Due to an over-bid of more
than a million dollars, however,
the plans were scrapped, Munson
said.
Dr. James Thomas, theater di
rector for UNF, does not believe
that the organ will ever be
moved.
Thomas said that there had
been many budget cuts in the
present auditorium’s construc
tion, including cuts in stage light
ing control and scenery.
"There is no room on the stage

photo Carl Miller

UNF's seldom-used pipe organ.

Trapped pipe organ
may never be moved
By SARA ROBERTS

Trapped by past construction,
the pipe organ at the University
of North Florida, which was in
tended for UNF’s new audito
rium, may never be moved.
The cost of moving the pipe or
gan from its 13 by 16 foot room in
the Fine Arts Department may
run into thousands of dollars.
Three years ago, before con
struction began on the new audi
torium, the university built lab
oratories and a campus police
station in the open space behind
the small pipe organ studio.
A breakaway wall, which had
been installed in the room to al
low for the removal of the organ,
was sealed, further imprisoning
the pipe organ, according to Arthur Bloomer, the music in
structor who shares his office
with the organ.
"It was originally designed for
a fine arts auditorium," said Ger
son Yessin, chairman of the Fine
Arts Department.
The specially designed organ
consists of eight ranks of pipe, a
swell box to magnify its sound
and a large console, all of which
are mobile and can be rolled on
and off stage.
The university purchased the
pipe organ in 1972 from the Wicks
Organ Co. in Highland, Ill., for
$17,000.
"It was a great bargain at the
time," said Dr. Yessin. "It was
worth twice that."
Bloomer said he told William
Munson, the architect for campus
planning at UNF, at the time that
the new construction would block
the organ from leaving the build
ing. Bloomer said he was told not
to worry about it until the time
came to move the organ.
Dr. Yessin said he had been
told by campus planners that the
pipe organ could not be moved
out through the newly construct
ed rooms and would eventually
come out through a structural
____ -

supporting wall at the front of
Building Four.
The cost of the move would be
approximately $15,000, Yessin was
told.
"There is no problem with
moving the organ," said Munson.
Munson said that the organ
would not have to come out the
front of Building Four, but would
instead be moved through the
studio wall, then through a class
room wall and finally out a large
glass panel at the rear of Building
Four.
The $15,000 cost of the move
was way out of line, according to
Munson, but he would not put his
own dollar figure on the proce
dure.
If the pipe organ is moved, it
will serve a larger part of the stu
dent population, and could be
used for recitals, concerts and
choral accompaniment, Bloomer
said.
On the other hand, if the pipe
organ is moved, it might limit
student access for practice and
instruction. Protecting the organ
from damage and theft might be
more difficult.
"We are faced with choosing
the lesser of two evils," Bloomer
said.
In its pressent location the or
gan’s sound is distorted.
"It is totally limited in here,”
said Bloomer. "It sounds like a
big calliope.
The walls in the organ studio
are not sound proof, and the noise
of the organ is sufficient to dis
turb classroom instruction near
by and other music students.
Bloomer said that the two or
gan majors at UNF are limited to
the mechanics of playing the pipe
organ and are not receiving the
proper quality of instruction due
to the organ’s location.
At the time the pipe organ was
purchased plans were being
made for an auditorium which
would have been part of a fine

Black
History
Calendar
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
FLORIDA
Theme: Black Survival in the
1980s

for that organ," said Thomas.
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rium it might attract more organ
students to the university.
"It is a performing instru
ment," Bloomer said. "One has to
remember that that is a perform
ing auditorium for all kind of fine
arts and not just an auditorium
for theater preductions,"

Thomas said that in his opinion
it would cost from 50 to 60 thou
sand dollars to move the pipe or
gan from its present location and
install it into its own studio off
stage.
"In my opinion," said Thomas,
"the possibility of that organ be
ing moved fell to zero when the
fine arts complex became a fine
arts auditorium."

Munson would not say whether
the university was committed to
moving the pipe organ but did
say he would be working with the
Fine Arts Department to establi
sh their needs in planning new
housing for the organ.
"It will be the later part of
March when we will be looking
for a location," said Munson.

"I’d like to see the organ in the
auditorium," said Merrill J.
Palmer, choral director at UNF.

Dr. Palmer said that if the or
gan were moved to the audito

DANCE

Feb 2 through 7

Fri. — 8 p.m. — Free film:
"Malcolm X." Building Nine
Auditorium.
Sat. — 8 p.m. — Recital by Dr.
Bill Brown, professor of music,
Fine Arts Department. Building
Nine, auditorium.
Feb. 9 through 14

Mon. — 7:30 p:m. — Keynote
Speaker: Maynard Jackson, At
lanta mayor. Bethel Baptist Insti
tutional Church, 1058 Hogan St.
Mon. — Work by renowned
black artist William Henderson
through Feb. 27. Fine Arts Gal
lery, second floor of Building
Two.
Feb. 16 through 21

Wed. — 12:30 p.m. — "Black
Survival in the 1980s: Looking
Backwards," by Dr. Nell Painter,
professor of history at the Uni
versity of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. Building Nine auditorium.
Fri. — 8 p.m. — Free film,
"Brothers"in the Building Nine
Auditorium.
Feb. 23 through 28

Wed. — 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. — Mi
nority Students Day. Introduction
to student life at UNF for minor
ity commmunity college stu
dents.
FLORIDA JUNIOR COLLEGE,
KENT CAMPUS
Theme: Blacks on Blacks.
Feb. 9 through 14

Tues. "Blacks on Blacks" art
exhibit open in the Kent Campus
Museum through Feb. 27.
Tues. — 10 a.m. — "Role Mod
els for Youth: A Black Forum. F
Building.
Tues. — 12:30 p.m. — Free
film, "Roots," from the novel by
Alex Haley. Auditorium, F Build
ing.
Wed. — 12:30 and 7 p.m. —
Free film, "Roots."
Thur. — 12:30 p.m. — Free
film, "Roots."
Thur. — 8: 15 p.m. — Martin
Luther King Sr. Civic Auditorium
Theater.
Fri. — 12:30 and 7 p.m. — Free
film, "Roots."
For more information call Stu
dent Activities, 387-8373.
(continued on page 14 )

Live Band "LEAF"
Refreshments Provided
Cash Bar Available
Time: 9 P.M. to 1 A.M.
Non Students $1.00
Presentation of the Activities Committee
Funded by Student Government Association
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UNF
Around
the
clock
No matter what the time is,
something is always happening at
the University of North Florida.
Early bird students and faculty
are blinded by the early morning
sun as they arive for work.
The hours pass quickly and as
the weary day students leave for
home, they are replaced by a
wave of hardy night students.
Hours later when even the li
brary staff and computer science
hardcore students leave, the
cleaning crew sweeps through
the school preparing for the next
day.

When the sounds of slamming
doors and push carts subside
there are several early morning
hours when everything is so qui
et, the only movement seems to
be that of the earth itself.

As the temperatures lower,
and quietness blankets the cam
pus, the sky begins to glow with
warm traces of light.

As the sun rises, students and
faculty begin to populate the
campus once again. The cycle
continues.
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ENTERTAINMENT

'Strange Paradise' a high note
in last year’s new record lows
By DAUGHTRY

MILLER

The power of the shadow,
the wounding of the bright/The
music stirs her deeply, she must
not Jose the light,/Electric explo
ration — trying to come
home/And so far, she's holding
her own . . ."
" . .

photo

"Strange Paradise," Cris Wil
liamson’s new album, was one of
the most pleasant surprises of
1980, a year characterized by art
ists releasing new albums greatly
inferior to previously released
material.
Williamson was the exception.
As I had heard one of her pre
vious albums my expectations
were quite high for her new al
bum. The album met and far sur
passed my expectations.
Songs on "Strange Paradise"
are unified by Williamson’s use of
light versus dark imagery. In
some ways I am surprised that
this record is on Olivia, a feminist
label, as there is no explicit femi
nist statement on the record,
though many of the songs make
an implicit feminist statement —
it seems to sneak up on the listen
er.
The album also avoids the
quite justifiable bitterness pre
sent in some feminist music and
is instead a celebration of the joy
of life. This celebration in no way
implies rose-colored glasses. Wil
liamson’s vision is excellent and
she sees the trials, pitfalls, and

Dave Porter

Dr. Gerson Yessin, left, and Dr. Willam Brown,
right, produce a recital of black composers. Cal
endar of Black History month events on page 7 .

other unpleasantness inherent in
existence. However she seems
confident that light, truth, and
beauty will triumph.
The title track, "Strange Para
dise," is one of the few songs on
the record in which the music is
at least as important as the lyr
ics. The song posseses an almost
frightening quality suggesting the
struggle between dark and light,
leaving uncertain which will pre
vail or if the contest will even be
definetly settled.
In most of the following songs,
the music serves mainly to high
light the lyrics as does the superb
vocal phrasing. This is true of the
second song "Live Wire" which
seems to be a love song in some
ways reminiscent of Carole
King’s "You’ve Got a Friend." In
deed the song might be addressed
to a friend rather than a love. The
opposition between dark and light
is further defined by the image of
lighting a candle and singing in
the dark. The potential fragility
of light is suggested but the sing
er has chosen light.
"Marcy," the following song,
equates home with the light.
"Marcy" is sung in both English
and French, and with the transi
tion into the latter language an
almost angelic choir is added.
They make soft sounds, giving
the song the feel of an old-style
Chirstmas carol.
The second side opens with

"Rock and Roll Child," the only
song not written by Williamson. It
celebrates rock and roll from
passively listening to it, to danc
ing to it and ultimately playing
and singing it.
The final song,"Native Danc
er," jublilantly announces the
victory of light over darkness.
The music of the sixties was
characterized by a naive hope
that if everyone would love each
other and try to understand one
another, humanity would be able
to re-enter Eden. Unfortunately
the nature of man precludes this
and the sixties ended in total dis
illusionment.
Therefore, much of the music
of the seventies declared there
was no hope and it really did not
matter anyway. This is shown in
such songs as the Who’s "Won’t
Get Fooled Again"and "Teenage
Wasteland," and John Cale’s
"Sabotage."
I had presumed that the music
of the eighties would be even
gross than that of the seventies.
Therefore I am delighted to be
shown the alternative offered by
Willamson. It is a mature look at
the world, realizing all its evils,
accurately judging the strange
ness of the dark and still saying
that there is hope. "When we can
hold to ourselves in our solitary
confinements, and keep the flame
burning in our hearts, the walls
will come tumbling down.

Theater class to present 5 plays
BY JIM HENDERSON
The University of North Flor
ida Theater Department’s first
class in stage directing will pro
vide theater enthusiasts with an
opportunity to see five one-act
plays this quarter.
The plays will be a mixture of
both comedy and drama, accord
ing to Dr. James Thomas, chair
man of the Theater Department
at UNF.
To bring the text of a play to
life on stage requires a director
to step jn and interpret the
printed word. The student direc
tors are learning these interpprative skills as part of their
study.
In addition, the students are
learning how to arrange furniture
on stage to make a ground plan
and the principles of picturization and movement on stage,
Thomas said.
. Harold Swain, a student in the
class, has picked a scene from
Neil Simon’s "California Suite,"
for his directoral debut. Swain
said the class has "a sort of work
shop atmosphere."
"There’s a heavy load of imformation- to digest, quite a bit of
reading, but Dr. Thomas gets

Thomas said open auditions to
fill acting roles for the plays will
be held at 7 p.m. Feb. 2. in the
Building Nine auditorium.
Another audition will be held
Feb. 3 in the main auditorium of
Florida Junior College's South
Campus. Thomas urged anyone,
student and non-student, to at
tend the auditions if interested.
The plays are scheduled to run
Feb. 26 through March 1 in the
Building Nine auditorium.
Thomas says he was pleased
that 16 people showed up for the
first meeting of the UNF Drama
club- He stressed that member-

ship in the club is not restricted to
students. The Drama Club will
meet again at 7p.m.Feb. 5 in the
campus auditorium.

Delays are still slowing the
opening of the large new audito
rium which is being built on the
south end of the campus. Thomas
said original plans were for the
theater to be open for the spring
presentation of Shakespeare’s
"Much Ado About Nothing." Ten
tative plans are that they will
present the play on the Universi
ty Green located behind Building
Nine.

BINK'S RECORDS & TAPES
Complete Stock
from Bach to Rock

2145 University Blvd., N
Jacksonville • 743-5233
2 Blacks South of J.U.

i

ALL NEW
RELEASES
LP's or TAPES

$2.00 OFF LIST PRICE
EVERYDAY

All multiple sets
over $1 2 ore $3 off list

Open Hites & Sundays

a Music Forum & Eating Establishment
Proudly Presents

Nationally recognized musical
artists in a living room atmosphere.

San Marco
Feb. 3 - 7 Johnny Shines
Feb. 10 - 14 Jamie DeFrates
MONDAY NIGHTS: San MarcoFlorida Songwriters Association

Feb. 2, 9, 16 Mike Denny
Feb. 3 - 7 Payton Brothers
Feb. 10 - 14 Trayn

1402 San Marco Blvd.
OFF LIST

llll Cesery Blvd.

Jacksonville, Florida ^7 (904) 398-2111
Jacksonville, Florida 32211 (904) 743-0051.
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Sci'-fl writer Haldeman to read works on campus
fiction circles, is known as Stur
geon’s law. Sturgeon is a wellknown science writer who once
said, "90 percent of everything is
crap."

By LAURA JO LAST
Joe Haldeman never thought
he would write for a living. But
he found out life has a way of
turning- the tables on a person.

.

"Ninety percent of the aca
demics [concerned with science
fiction] are just guys trying to
keep their tenure and publish fre
quently," Haldeman said.

The author of nearly a dozen
books and copious short stories,
Haldeman not only supports him
self with his writing, he wins
awards with it. He holds nearly
every national award for science
fiction.

Science fiction is an easy sub
ject to write about, he says, un
less you get into strong recurring
themes and patterns.

On Feb. 12 Haldeman will visit
the University of North Florida
to present a reading from
"Worlds," soon to be released by
Viking Press. The reading, spon
sored by the Student Government
Association, will begin at 8:20
p.m. in Building Eleven, room
1327.

"I’m not saying the critics who
go into science fiction go into it
out of laziness," he said. "But I
think a lot of them are, at least
subconsciously, getting on a
bandwagon."

Haldeman’s reading on Feb. 12
is not the only visit he will make
to UNF. He will conduct the
Spring Quarter writer’s work-

"The characters never meet
physically but they are in contact
with each other," he said. "The
only way to accomplish both sto
ry lines without a lot of repetition
is by developing them together."

"But then, it isn’t fair to gener
alize. There are some people like
Robert Scholes who are genuine
structural critics and specialize
in science fiction."
"Scholes is quite an astute crit
ic and so is his p
artner Eric Rabkin."

Haldeman contends that aca
demics follow what. in science

^a

a.

TAVERN

CD

Serving Pizza & Subs

Pitcher nights,
Tue. & Thurs.
$2.00

•Licensed Gyn ecologists

•Individual Counseling

731-2755

#**
***

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC

*i
**

•All Birth Control Methods
•Pap Smear '•Physical

All Women' s Health Center
4331 Univ. Blvd. S. (In Tropicana Center)

TIME:
“This one has everything: sex, violence, comedy,
thrills, tenderness. Laugh with it, scream at it,
think about it. You may leave the theatre in an
altered state." -Richard Corliss, Time

One of the year's 10 best
-Time

..

Serving Hours:
12 noon — 2 AM

Haldeman says although sci
ence fiction is more sophisticated
by both worldly and literary stan
dards than it was 20 years ago,
the "outside world" has not give
too much recognition to the
genre.

"There’s a subset of-academics
who make their living talking and
writing about science fiction," he
said, "but they’re sort of a cross
over from the popular culture
movement of the 70’s."

"We’re extremely lucky to
have Mr. Haldeman teach our

**
*

ABORTIONS
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

"It seems to me that if you
love to read you’ve won the bat
tle," he said. "Writing is not so
much intellectualism as sensitiv
ity."

SHARP’S

The twin development requires
too many words for one book,
Haldeman said. A book of aver
age length contains approximate
ly 60,000 to 80,000 words while his
trilogy will have about 250,000.
Because of the structural consid
erations he opted fro a trilogy, he
said.

The Ormond Beach resident
frowns upon most of the attention
science fiction currently enjoys
among academics.

The workshop will be limited to
20 students and thcse students
will be accepted by audition, Til
ley said.

The secret to writing, he says
is to love it.

Dr. Allen Tilley, chairperson of
UNF's Department of Language
and Literature, says the school is
fortunate to have Haldeman the
workshop.

"Students interested in the
workshop should submit samples
of their writing to the Depart
ment of Language and Literature
by mid-March" Tilley said. "Mr.
Haldeman said he would not limit
the class to science fiction. It will
be open to any students interest
ed in creative writing."

writer’s workshop in the spring,"
said Tilley . "He is easily one of
the most
mt young novelists
in the United States.”

clip & save

"Worlds," Haldeman’s latest
book, is the first of a trilogy,
which develops two paralled sto
ry lines concurrently, Haldeman
said.

"I noticed that the New York
Times Book Review, which has
been running a mystery fiction
column for as long as I can re
member, still doesn’t have a reg
ular science fiction column even
though science fiction is a larger
part of the literary scene in
terms of copies sold," Haldeman
said. "We’re more or less tolerat
ed rather than recognized."

shop, scheduled for Wednesday
evenings from 6 to 10:10 p.m.
"I’m prepared to teach on a
commercial level or a more aca
demic level," he said. "I’ve been
to a lot of workshops and I’ve
taught a few courses. Several of
my students have published their
work and two are making a living
from their writing."

Free Draft
with this ad!
All UNF & FJC students & faculty welcome
I

11961 Beach Blvd.
(Across from Alhambra 'Theater, behind Little Champ)
clip & save—— — — — — — — — — — — — —

BOOK 'N
TAPEWORM
Still open to serve you.
Serving the Arlington
Area for 13 Years

A
M^^
COMPLETE
HEAD SHOT
744-2955
1411 University Boulevard North

ALTERED STATES
ALTERED STATES'

william hurt- blair brown

BOB BALABAN • CHARLES HAID
DANIEL MELNICK •
JOHN CORIGLIANO
SIDNEY AARON •
PADDY CHAYEFSKY
produced By HOWARD GOTTFRIED
KEN RUSSELL
DISTRIBUTED BY WARNER BROS
1980
Restricted

A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

Warner Bros All Rights Reserved
Original soundtrack on

Under 17 Requires Accompanied Parent or Guardian

Starts Friday Feb. 6.
70MM DOLBY STEREO

and
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Griffins kick off new season against Tallahassee
By ALAN GARTEN
The Jacksonville Rugby Foot
ball Club Griffins kick off their
spring season at 2 p.m. Feb. 14
with a game against Tallahas
see’s RFC on the soccer field of
the University of North Florida.
Since UNF has no athletic
team of its own, it seems only
proper to adopt these ruffians
from the River City. It doesn’t
hurt to mention that these ama
teurs are winners, unlike the lo
cal pros. In fact, if soccer is not
your cup of tea, rugby may be
your baby.
If one enjoys non-stop, hard
hitting action without the theat
rics of pro wrestling, rugby can
certainly whet that appetite.
The Griffins (named after a
mythical animal with the body
and hind legs of a lion and the
head and wings of an eagle) are
composed of 25 gentlemen bent
on imposing physical unpleasant
ness upon their opponents. In
short, "clean their clocks."
Jacksonville RFC Vice Pres
ident Frank Giordano said this
year’s 7-9 season is mediocre (for
them). However, they compiled a
33-3 record over the fall of ‘79 and
spring of ‘80 seasons.
The Griffins are in the North
Florida conference of Division 1
along with, Winter Park, Orlando,
University of Florida, Tallahasse,
and St. Petersburg. The division
champion plays the Southern
Florida conference champion to
determine who represents the
state of Florida in the Southeast
ern Conference ( composed of

photo

Susan Sanders

Jacksonville Rugby Team [Griffins] scrumming against the visiting
British team from the HMS Bulwark.
teams from Florida, Georgia and
Louisiana) championship.
Tournament play has been the
Griffin’s strong suit in the past —
they won the Bold City Rugbyfest
three times in the past six years.
This year’s tournament will again
be held at the University of North
Florida on April 18-19. Nine
teams, including a team from
Tamingworth, England, will . vie

for the title during that weekend.
The JAX RFC also performed
at the Gator Bowl for "Colt’s Fe
ver" in 1979.

Rugby terminology

Match secretary Alan Chipper
field says the team is in constant
search of new players and any
one interested in trying out is
welcome and can contact him at
721-2060.

Scrum — the gathering of play
ers from both teams usually fol
lowing an infraction of some sort
whereby each side attempts to
kick the ball free to one of the
players not involved in the

scrum. It resembles an informal
huddle and there is usually a fair
amount of shoving, pushing, and
general mayhem in the attempts
to free the ball (football-shaped
but looking pregnant.)
Players — there are 15 players
on each side — seven speedy
backs and eight beefy types with
various functions. Some are
called forwards, or props, a sec
ond row and a hooker.
Field — strongly resembling a
football field 110 yards by 70
yards with 20-yard end zones at
either extremity.
Objective — to literally "touch
down" the ball in the opponents
end zone worth four points. The
conversation is like football, be
ing the bonus for scoring a "try"
and is worth two points. Howev
er, unlike football, the conversion
is attempted from any point on a
line perpendicular to the try line
extending from the place the ball
was touched down. Scoring can
also be made by a team that has
been penalized against whose op
ponent has been called for a ma
jor infraction. The kick is made
from the point of the infraction,
attempting to put the ball be
tween the goal posts. A success
ful kick is worth thief points. A
player may attempt to drop-kick
the ball through the uprights at
any time for three points.
Time — 45-mintite halves with
a five-minute halftime. Substitu
tions are rare and only if the
player suffers a major injury —
such as death. Sprains or pulled
muscles are generally ignored.

UNF launches nationwide search for athletic director
By ALAN GARTEN
- A nationwide search has begun
for an athletic director to super
vise the University of North Flor
ida’s budding sports program.
Advertising for the $30,000 a
year position began in the middle

of January and the deadline for
application will be March 15, Dr.
John Minahan, dean of Student
Affairs, said.
With UNF on the verge of be
coming a four-year university
with campus dormitories, a legiti

mate sports program should
come as no surprise to UNF
watchers. What may come as a
surprise is the philosophy of the
planned program.
Minahan said the emphasis of
the athletic program will be

placed on meeting the needs of
the student body. Track-type
sports are envisioned with possi
ble intercollegiate competition.
There is not an intercollegiate
football program on the horizon,
nor are there plans to build stadi

ums or olympic-sized swimming
pools.

The administration hopes to se
lect a candidate by July 1 and
have the program initiated by the
fall semester.

UNF may gain personality with new sports program
By ALAN GARTEN
Now that all 52 yellow ribbons
have been untied and Bonzo’s
second banana has become top
dog there seems to be an urgent
need for making normalcy the
status quo.
The University of North Flor

ida, however, is still a far cry
from normalcy because of its
present upper-division-level-only
status. That appears to be chang
ing, both academically and, be
lieve it or not, athletically.
There is now an active national
search for an athletic director.
Yes, the same university that has

a grand total of 29 students par
ticipating in its intramural activi
ties this quarter (and thus com
prising the whole of UNF’s sports
program) is approaching ma
turity in the field of athletics.
We applaud the UNF adminis
tration in its timely foresight in
this endeavor. Especially refresh-

ing to the ear is the idea that the
sports program envisioned will
. be one that will cater to the UNF
student — not to the local media
and not to satiate the appetite of
the Jacksonville sports fan — but
to complement the students’ edu
cation and environment.

Winter intramurals in progress
Competition for Winter Intra
murals began last week at the
University of North Florida in six
categories. Games or matches
started in pinball, raquetball dou
bles, tennis doubles, backgam
mon, three-man team basketball
and "one-on-one” basketball.

At press time, there were only
29 entrants for the various
events, according to Don Thi
bault, director of student activi
ties.
Thibault stated that winter
sports were "not as popular" as
other sports, and feels Spring In

Who knows, UNF could even
develop _ a personality of its own.
Presently, students have
compared UNF social life to that
of a Big Mac: the ingredients
never change and little time is
spent enjoying it.

Bowl 3 games
get 1 free

tramurals will have more partici
pants. Softball and volleyball are
among the team sports offered in
the spring.
The top two entrants in each
Winter Intramural sport will be
issued plaques for their achieve
ment.

with this coupon
FJC students, check with Student Activities for discounts.
11141 Beach Blvd.. Jacksonville. Fla. 32216
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JU looking for recruitments and victories

I

- Courtesy of Jacksonville University

Jacksonville University's Tates Locke following
the fast action.
By TIM FORSBERG
Jacksonville University, plagued
by turnovers and foul trouble,
continued to struggle when its
team was defeated by AlabamaBirmingham 76-64 before 3,805
faithful fans at the Jacksonville
Coliseum in a Sun Belt Confer-.
ence basketball game Saturday,
Jan. 23.
UAB Blazer guard Oliver Rob
inson shot 75 percent from the
floor and pumped in 18-second
half points to lead all scorers
with 26. Robinson stole the ball
away from the Dolphins seven
times and the Blazers took ad
vantage of numerous Dolphin
turnovers.
"Twenty-five turnovers, that's
just unbelievable," JU coach
Tates Locke said, as he crumbled
up the statistic sheet and tossed it
to the ground. "That's 25 times

we didn't shoot the ball and they
did. I told them not to let the oth
er team intimidate •you. Shake
the ball a couple of times and
take it to their face.,"
The Blazers captured a 23-16
lead with 7:33 remaining in the
first half when Donny Speer sank
four straight buckets in a little
over two minutes. The 6-foot-8
center scored all but two of his 16
points in the first half.

"I felt we had a great first half
out of Speer and Robinson had a
super second half," Blazer coach
Gene Bartow said. "JU commit
ted a lot of turnovers and that
had a great affect on them. You
can't over-look that statistic.”
The Dolphins ou\-rebounded
UAB 49-30 but sent' the Blazer
players to the foul line 39 times to
only 23 by JU.

Phone 725-3644

WOODCMCK
401 Monument Road • Jacksonville, Florida 32211

Studios, 1, 2 & 3 Bdrms
10 min. to UNF.
Across from Regency Square.

Old

Hickory

Patio Apartments
Quality built and maintained single story
1, 2 & 3 Bed Rm. Patio Apt. homes. Adult & family
sections. Firm 6 months lease.
Bonnie Mott
Manager
641-1575

11555 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fl. 32216

By TIM FORSBERG
The '80-81 Jacksonville Univer
sity basketball team heads down
the stretch in hope for a Sun Belt
Conference Championship.
The JU Dolphins, coached by
Tates Locke, are presently in the
midst of a 15-day six-game road
trip and will not return to the
comfy confines of the coliseum
until the middle of this month.
Five of the six contests are
conferences games that could be
the turning point of the season for
JU.
A good road trip could mean a
third straight winning season for
Coach Locke's Dolphins and the
beginning of another year for re
cruiting.
That responsibility lies with
the coaches and their staff mem
bers, who evaluate and continu
ously seek out talent from sourc
es throughout the country.
The success of JU's recruiting
program was established by Rollie Rourke, who coached and or
ganized the Dolphins' first team
back in the mid-fifties. Rourke
won 33 games and had a .589 win
ning percentage in the Dolphins'
first three years.
Tradition continued in the '60s
with Dick Kendall and Joe Wil
liams (now coaching at Florida
State). Both had the likes of Rog
er Strickland, Dick Pruet and Ar
tis Gilmore to keep a winning at
mosphere.
Locke holds a .661 winning per
centage after two years, ranking

him second behind Tom Wasdin
('70-73) for the all-time coaching
record. Wasdin posted a . 778
(63-18) percentage during his
three-year stay.
The Dolphins have a .595 win
ning percentage in their 23-year
history but have had tough luck
against other major Florida
teams.
The Miami Hurricanes hold a
22-6 series edge over the Dol
phins, the Gators of the Universi
ty of Florida have a 10-3 advan
tage and the Seminoles of Florida
State University have a 21-14
margin.
As the JU players and support
ers concentrate on the remaining
scheduled games, the coaching
staff prepares for the long pro
cess of recruiting.
Coach Locke announced last
month that two highly recruited
guards will attend JU.
Calvin Duncan, rated as one of
the top five high school players at
his position by the Five Star
scouting service, is ranked by
Basketball Weekly Magazine as
one of the top 50 prospects in the
nation.
The 6-foot 3-inch Duncan is a
native of Linden, New Jersey,
and a senior at the Oak, Hill
Adademy in Mouth of Wilson, Vir
ginia. He led his team to an im
pressive 47-1 record over the past
two seasons.

his team to a 36-0 record last sea
son. Oak Hill Academy was
ranked fifth nationally last year.
"Calvin is the best prospect I
will have the pleasure to be
around since we had Skip Wise at
Clemson," Locke said of his prize
recruit. "He is a multi-talented
player who can help us build into
a national contender."

Duncan shot 62 percent from
the field and averaged 19 points
and 10 rebounds a game to lead

Duncan had narrowed his
choices to Purdue, Minnesota,
Wake Forest, Villanova and
Maryland before finally choosing
Jacksonville.
"Calvin considered the fact
that he would play right away
and to come down south where it
was warmer," Bill Goldring, JU
sports information director, said.
Darren Cross, a 6-foot 4-inch
transfer student from the Univer
sity or Virginia, will be eligible to
play for JU after the first semes
ter of the '81-82 season.
Cross, who will be a pre-med
student at JU, was a Virginia All
Stater and was Honorable Men
tion All-American the two years
he played for the Cavaliers.
The Queens, New York, native
averaged 14 points, 7 assists and
five rebounds a game. Cross will
enter JU with two and a half
years of basketball eligibility left.
"Both Darren and Calvin are
quality players and quality peo
ple," Locke said. "They will help
our program on the court and off
from the minute they get to Jack
sonville."

If you qualified for and have a Government-funded
education loan under part B or part E of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, you may also qualify for a
new way to help pay it off.

Under the new Armed Forces loan forgiveness pro
gram, certain qualified loan recipients can earn all or
part of the loan payback while serving in the Army or
Army Reserve.

This is over and above all the pay and other benefits
of service and you can also qualify for further
Government-funded education benefits after you're
out, possibly up to five figures!
Check out the particulars on this and
other Army education funding
programs with your local
Army Representative.

SSG Manuel Longoria
240 W. Monroe St.
Telephone 354-1403
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Child educator Malcolm molds tomorrow’s minds
By ALAN GARTEN
Everett Malcolm is a rare
sight in the field of early child
hood education. He is a man.
When Malcolm visited his sis
ter and brother-in-law in Monte
rey, Calif., he noticed something
peculiar. Since the neighborhood
consisted of U.S. Navy families,
there were almost no adult males
in the vicinity when the fleet was
at sea. The children there were

exposed to a maleless environ
ment for long periods.
In addition, the primary school
teachers were predominately fe
male, again leaving children of
impressionable ages without a
male presence.
It was this scene that sparked
the decision for Malcolm to enter
the world of small hands, soft
voices, shiny noses and fragile
personalities.

In the six years that Malcolm
has been involved in the Universi
ty of North Florida’s Child Care
Center, he says he crossed paths
with only two or three other
males in the field.
Malcolm, with master’s de
grees in both Elementary Educa
tion and Early Childhood Educa
tion, made the pilot study for
UNF’s Child Care Center in
March, 1975. He has nurtured ev

ery step of the center’s develop
ment and is a member of the
CCC advisory board that is plan
ning expansion.
Remarking that every episode
with a child is a "snowflake ex
perience" and totally unique,
Malcolm appears to have found
his niche in life.
Malcolm, a 40-mile-a-week jog
ger, and a dabbler in indoor gar
dening and landscaping, states

that he loves working with small
children.
"I’m molding tomorrow’s fu
ture" is Malcolm’s philosophy,.
whose main criticism of his cho
sen profession is that the pay can
best be described as "paltry".
Malcolm, a New Jersey native,
graduated from Bernard College
in Alabama and received his two
master’s degrees from Jackson
ville University.

Black
History
Calendar
FLORIDA JUNIOR COLLEGE,
DOWNTOWN CAMPUS
Theme: Black History: Role
Model for Youth.
Feb 2 through 7

Tues. — I p.m. — Bethune
Cookman Choir. Room 1068.
Feb. 9 through 14

Tues. — I and 5 p.m. — Free
film, "Claudine." Room 1048.
Wed. — 10:30 a.m. — Awards
Day. Speaker: Willie F. Logan
Jr., Opa Locka, youngest mayor
in the United States. Presenta
tions in religion, education, com
munity service and business and
industry.
Feb. 16 through 21

Thur. — I p.m. — Student Pro
duction: "James Weldon John
son: A Most Versatile Gentle
man," written by Professor Delphenia M. Carter.
Feb. 23 through 2
8

Thur. — 8 a.m.to 4 p.m. —
Workshop: Elmer Hartley, pres
ident of the Northwest Council
Chamber of Commerce. Topic:
Black Economic Development in
the 1980s. Room 1068.
Sat. — Soul Celebration Dinner
Dance — (tenatively scheduled).
Annual Black History Souvenir
Programs will be available.
FLORIDA JUNIOR COLLEGE,
SOUTH CAMPUS
Theme: Black Awareness Month
Feb 2 through 7

THE

INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
WOMAN

LILY TOMLIN • CHARLES GRODIN NED BEATTY A LIJA Production
“THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN”
Written by JANE WAGNER • Music by SUZANNE CIANI • Produced by HANK MOONJEAN
Executive Producer JANE WAGNER Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Read the JOVE Book • Copyright © 1980 by Universal City Studios, Inc.

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

Wed. — Piano Recital, poetry
and dance.
Feb. 9 through 14

Mon. — Negro Spirituals by
Edward Waters Chorale.
Wed. — "Role Models," by In
spector State General, Richard
Williams.
Feb. 16 through 21

Wed. — Padrica Mendez in
Concert.
Feb. 23 through 28

ADVERTISING
in the

SPINNAKER
reaches six
UNF-FJC
college
campuses.
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(continued from page 6)
There are many federalguaranteed loans available
through banks and credit bu
reaus. For these loans there is no
dependent status required. The
Reagan administration is report
edly upset with the default rate
on government-guaranteed loans.
Tutson said, "Nationally there
is quite a default rate, but at
UNF our default rate is not high.
It is 8.72 percent, way under the
national average."
To be funded by Health Educa
tion and Welfare the default rate
of a university must be under ten
percent.
The number of students on fi
nancial aid is definitly on an in
crease parallel to inflation and
the cost of living. Judy Over
street, assistent director of finan
cial aid, said all students should
be aware of their eligibility.
"Few are denied. They can al
ways get guaranted loans if they
meet the requirements," she
said.
Most students coming from
lower divisions fully understand
financial aid, said Overstreet.
"We also publish bulletins and
do workshops in high schools, but
there are still a few students un
aware financial aid is available,"
she-said.
There is a lot of information
available because the office is re
quired by the government to no
tify students of available aid, ex
plained Overstreet.
"We try to make things as sim
ple as possible and we are always
here to help fill out the forms.
Students really don’t have any
thing to lose. Everybody should
try," said Overstreet.

Indian dancers to perform
A program of Indian classical
dance, a style which is based on
traditions going back to 1,000
B.C., will be presented at the
Jacksonville Civic Auditorium
Theater at 8:15 p.m. Feb. 5. as a
part of the FJC Artist Series.
Indrani and Sukanya have per
formed for audiences all over the
world and the Jacksonville per
formance will include four styles
of Indian classical dance.
Indrani is the daughter of a
Ragini Devi, who was the pioneer

College
Graduates

in India’s dance revival and
wrote the first English book of In
dian dance. Indrani is the first
professional dancer to present
the Orissi and Kuchipudi dance
styles outside of India:
Sukana is Indrani’s daughter.
Tickets to the Jacksonville per
formance are on sale at the Civic
Auditorium box office for $5.50,
with senior citizens and students
under 17-years-old admitted for
$2.50. For information call
387-8373.

BECOME A LAWYER’S ASSISTANT.
Program approved by American Bar Association.
Day or Evening classes available.
Employment assistance.
A Representative from The National Center for Paralegal
Training's Lawyers Assistant Program will be on campus
on Wednesday, Feb. 18, from 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. at the
Placement Office to meet interested students. For more
information contact the Placement Office or The National
Center for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE,
Suite 430, Atlanta, Georgia 30326, (404) 266-7060.

Look for ’’clip & save”
Bargins in

The Spinnaker
University
Lakes

APTS.

FROM $205

Creative Recreational Program:
Beautiful Facilities:
Saunas, whirlpools, tennis court, pool,
club house, and laundry facilities.

11990 Beach Blvd.

Please send me infom1ation about a career as a lawyer's
assistant.

■
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Name_____________________________________________

Address____________________________________________
State------------------- Zip

City

Phone ------------------------------------------------------------------------

College .
Yr. Grad.
1981
o spring day
Feb. 9 - May 8

o summer day
June 11 - Sept. 8

O SPRING EVE
Mar. 17 - Sept. 19

o fall day
Sept. 17 - Dec. 15

O FALL EVE
Oct. 20 - May 8

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060

Phone 641-1332

Y-1O3 THANKS YOU
FOR MAKING US
NORTH FLORIDA'S
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February 2, 1981

clAssifiEd Ads

FOR SALE
10 speed
Vista Esquire
Med. frame bike with new rim,
tire & tape. Good condition, $50.
Call 388-8508
Table Saw
Craftsman 10 inch table saw.
Old solid cast iron table with new
Sears motor. Needs some work.
$50. Call 388-8508.
Fisher Speakers
2 Ft. solid wood boxed speakers,
wolfer, tweeter & midrange, soun
great. $50. Call 388-8508.
Seven piece wicker living room
set, Natural tone; one couch, two
chairs, two end tables, coffee ta
ble and footstool Want $400 Call
783-0074.
80 H.P. Johnson Outboard Motor
$350, Electric meat slicer $50, 38
Special Cal, Plus 50 rounds $125.,
Electric Chandelier with 5 light
unit $25., 14ct. weding ring set
paid $380. Sell $125., New central
oil furnace $250. Call 764-1991.
Baby Blue Schwinn Super Sport
ten speed $100, excellent condi
tion (big frame) Call 646-2909.
AKC German Shepherds - Cham
pion sired litter. Price reduced to
place last two females in good
homes. Call 725-3570.
Gas Dryer $65, apt sized cooking
stove $35, Kaput washer for parts
$10. 646-2817 Mon-Th 9-3 after 4:30,
778-4071.
1974 Honda 360, with 2 helmets,
needs license and inspection.
Runs good $370. Call 641-5764 or
358-2206 Stephanie Hartnett.
Panasonic Portable Tape Re
corder AC cord/batteries provid
ed. 1976 model good working or
der. Call Jeff at 737-6184 after 6
p.m.
Two French Provincial style twin
size bed frames, headboards,
footboards, and box springs, both
for $40.
New central oil furnace $250,
Singer upright 33,000 BTU. Call
746-1991 if interested.
1973 Capri excellent condition
very good gas milage, uses reg
ular gas, new tires A/C, AM radio
$1295 or best offer. Call 724-3569.
USED COLOR TV'S
From $85. 15 day Guarantee, Ser
vice on most makes. Rogero TV
Service. 1833 Rogero Rd. 32211
744-9444.
1969 Norton Atlas Cafe style, new
chain, pipes, paint, custom seat
$764. 1-824-9619.
Graduation Gown & Cap. Size 58
(5’8”) usedonce $8 Call 772-6235
after 5pm.
Large Home in Neptune Beach.
Call 249-4723.
Cedar Bedroom furniture light
pieces (2 large mirrors) included
and 2 straight chairs) Call
641-7538 after 8:30 p.m.
55 Gallon metal drums in good
shape. Also 20 gage pump shot
gun. Call 249-2928.

Antique Coca-Cola vending ma
chine; mint condition, make an
offer. Call 646-2722.

Smith & Wesson Model 29, .44
mag. 6 1/2 in. bbl., like new, in box,
with 70 rounds. $350 Call 398-8936
after 8:30pm.
2 cu.ft. Juliette Refrigerator $50
Call 771-4224 after 3pm.
66” Cypress Garden’s Tech 1
Competition slalom ski & case,
good condition. Call Duane
781-4202 or leave message.
77 Chevrolet Nova 38,000 miles,
small V-8, good tires, one owner,
3,150. Call 268-7367 or 396-6959,
Fred or Judy.
Vivitar Camera outfit SLR with
50mm, 28mm, 200mm, and tele X
converter lens plus flash $350 or
best offer. 724-1743
Used Gemeinhardt Flute (like
new) and case. Closed hole $175.
Music stand - $564. Call 731-4571
after 5pm
HONDA CUSTOM
1980 Honda cm 400T
55 mpg, low milage, only 7
months old. Excellent condition.
Adjustable backrest, luggage
rack, Hwy pegs. Raingear, cover,
two helmets. Must sell, $1764. Call
388-8508.
Honda Express
164 mpg.
1980 Honda Express has no ped
als, it’s automatic and has lights.
blinkers and double rear baskets.
0-30 quick. Call 388-8508.
100 Gallon fuel oil tank excellent
condition. Call 384-3991
Children’s Schwinn Bikes Girl’s
Sting-Ray 17” $30 Boy’s Sting-Ray
5 spd $40.
1981 Zenith 5 hour “video direrector” VCR 14 day programmable 2 mode speed search - stop action
- remote controlled - 5 Tapes $750

FOR RENT
Ocean Front Rental Perched
atop the dune, directly on the
ocean in South Ponte Vedra
Beach, this attractive duplex is
available on an annual lease for
$500 per month. Ideal for one or
two people, furnished or unfurn
ished. Contact Bruce Gutknecht,
646-2764.
Furnished 2 Br. Neptune Beach,
wall to wall carpet, paid water
heater. 1 1/2 Blk from ocean.
$260/month. Call 389-4616.

SERVICES

Piano lessons - Arlington area
call Mrs. Baytan. All levels, recit
al once per year. 743-6482.
Surrency’s Bookstore
Buy - Sell - Trade.
Out of print Search Service.
Discount to students, faculty,
staff.
1508 King St. 384-9513

Services We - TINT - WINDOWS
Most cars $50, All students 10%
off, Call 354-8181 now for more information.___________________
Reports, term papers expertly
typed. Accuracy Guaranteed.
Have UNF students as referenc
es. $1.64 each double-spaced page.
University Blvd. Near I-95. Call
737-5784.

Tysser Enterprize
European Touring
Service
Dany Slaba
Specializing in European
tours and cruises to the
Bahamas & the Caribbean.
Also special groups &
student rates.

Cargrot Cleaning
Let •six yrs experience
in Mich., N .C., & Fl.
serve you.
(L.R., D.R.,Hall - .24.95)
FREE
Scotch Guard
Marty ■ 388-3738

31OO University Blvd. S.
Suite 2O3
9O4/724-13O3
ALUMINUM SCREENS &
DOORS made and repaired. Quality work at reasonable prices.
Wallace McNelley, 246-9248.

Courier Total
Copy Center
Highest quality copy
on best paper
at lowest prices
Bond copies only 6₵ each
398-1775
1036 Hendricks Ave.
2955 B. Christopher Rd.

Classified Ads
Bring Results

Term Papers Typed; Dbl spaced
elite $1 per page. Fast and Easy
pick-up and delivery. No fuss!
Term papers, short assignments,
resumes too. (I will edit for ex
tra) Call- Diane 285-2793.

Classified Ads ore free to UNF/ FJC students, faculty
and staff. Rotes for others; 10 cents a word.

Courier Total
Copy Center
Resumes, Typesetting,
Design & Graphics.
398-1775
I036 Hendricks Ave.
2955 B. Christopher Rd.
SERVICES: Tutoring: English
composition and writing. Pick
wick Park — Mandarin area. Call
731-3369.
SERVICES: TutoringTranslating: French language
Pickwick Park — Mandarin area
Call 731-3369.
Professional typing and resumes.
Quick service. Reasonable. No
appointments necessary. South
eastern Executive Service 2256
Gulf Life Tower or call 399-1547
or 2407 Independent Sa. 355-8212
Art lessons learn to draw and
paint. Beginners and Intermedi
ates taught by a graduate stu
dent. Call C. Cliff 641-2293.
Organizations When in need of
operating dollars call us for the
right fund raising progect. No in
vestment required. Call 743-4172.
Professional Typing: (resumes,
term & research papers, theses,
dissertations) Copying, Quality
work, fast service. Business &
Secretarial Service Inc. Orange
Park 264-8057.

HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED: Advertising
positions open on the staff of the
Spinnaker.Call Jim Owens at
646-2817. Gain valuable exper
ience and 15 percent commission.
AI RLINE JOBS
For Information-Write
AIRLINE PUBLISHING CO.
1516 E. Tropicana 7A-110
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89164
Include a self addressedstamped
envelope.

WANTED
Wish to share lovely pool side,

furnished apt., with responsible,
non-smoking female. Call Necie
at 725-8485.
Wanted: Car pool from Arlington
to UNF. Tuesday and Thursday
only! Call 743-5709 anytime.

CLASSIFIED AD FORM
NAME_________________________________________ _

PHONE DATE
Circle One:

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

WANTED

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

If you Me to doodle, cartoon, or
AD_______________________________________________________

like to draw, I have some great
ideas for editorial cartoon and
other diversions. Let’s collaterate. Call Alan at 646-2817 Mon-Th
or 778-4071 after 4:30.

646-2817

RETURN TO BLDG.3, ROOM 2401
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If you are an adopted female
born on 11-22-62 and wish to know
more about your origins please
send any information you may
have to F. Rubin 34-44 28th St.
Long Island City, N. Y. 11106

